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ABSTRACT
We present a unified framework for coupling the EM algorithm with
the Bayesian hierarchical modeling of neighboring wavelet coeffi-
cients of image signals. Within this framework, problems with miss-
ing pixels or pixel components, and hence unobservable wavelet co-
efficients, are handled simultaneously with denoising. The hyper-
parameters of the model are estimated via the marginal likelihood
by the EM algorithm, and a part of the output of its E-step auto-
matically provide optimal estimates, given the specified Bayesian
model, of the noise-free image. This unified empirical-Bayes based
framework, therefore, offers a statistically principled and extremely
flexible approach to a wide range of pixel estimation problems in-
cluding image denoising, image interpolation, demosaicing, or any
combinations of them.

Index Terms- wavelets, missing data, denoising, interpolation

1. INTRODUCTION
The statistical modeling of image signals in the wavelet domain is
primarily based on the observations that a wavelet coefficient and
its adjacent/parent coefficients of image signals are correlated. Here
we use Bayesian hierarchical modeling to capture such correlations.
While similar approaches have been suggested [1, 2, 3], wavelet-
based imaging algorithms commonly use heuristically determined
parameters, which are often restrictive or inaccurate. To overcome
these short comings, we assume a general model form and couple
the EM algorithm framework with the Bayesian models to estimate
the hyper-parameters via the marginal likelihood, that is, we adopt
the empirical Bayes approach. One key benefit of this approach is
that a part of the output provides automatically provides the optimal
Bayesian estimate (given the specified model) of the noise-free im-
age, as specified. Under the assumption of additive noise, a similar
EM algorithm was designed in [4, 5], but the parameter estimation
is limited to that of noise correlation matrix.

Another key benefit of this approach is that it can easily be ex-
tended to simultaneously deal with problems with missing or incom-
plete pixel values, either because of mechanical designs (e.g., demo-
saicing) or because distortion (e.g., picture impainting) or both. In
the context of wavelet-based image processing, missing or incom-
plete pixel is a difficult problem because wavelet transform takes a
linear combination of image signal, and thus many, or even all of the
noisy wavelet coefficients are unobserved. Using the EM algorithm,
however, the considerations for the missing pixel imputation and the
model parameter estimation can be combined into a unified theoret-
ical framework. The E-step imputation can be viewed as a solution
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to a model-based image denoising problem with incomplete data, or
a model-based image interpolation given noisy data. This general-
ization has wide ranges of useful applications that include image de-
noising, image interpolation, demosaicing, or combinations of them.

Given the space limitation and the considerable generality of our
approach, we assume the familiarity with the EM algorithm [6] and
focus on the basic theory under additive Gaussian noise. However,
neither the additivity nor the normality is essential to our general
approach-they just simplify both the presentation and implementa-
tion. We present the Bayesian hierarchical model in Section 2, and
its EM algorithm in Section 3. We illustrate the method with exper-
imental results in Section 4, and conclude in Section 5.

2. BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL MODELING
Suppose there are N pixels in an image fT = [fi, .. ., fN], where
fi is the true pixel value at location i C {1, ... , N}. In an im-
age denoising problem, the observed image, y is corrupted by noise.
Assuming an independent additive Gaussian noise, let y = f + e,
where e - P(0, YSe). The objective here is to estimate f given y.
Suppose only some of the pixels in the image y are observed. Define
Yobs = [Yobsl, * YobsNo] and m [Ymisli * YmisNm] as ob-
served and missing pixel values, respectively, where No + Nm = N
and, without loss of generality, yT = [Y,Ts7 YTis]. We represent f
and y by wavelet transform, d = Wf and w = Wy, respectively.
Here, W is the two-dimensional wavelet transform matrix operator
with M subbands. Define Wkm as the wavelet coefficient at the k-th
pixel location in the m-th subband (m = 0 represents the scaling co-
efficients). Define vector Wkm = {Wk'm' } C IR', where Wk/m, are
coefficients in w that are in the neighborhood of Wkm (to be made
precise in the sequel), and let dkm be defined similarly. Let Wkm
correspond to the appropriate rows ofW such that Wkm = WkmY.
Here we assume orthogonal wavelet transform (i.e. WWT = I),
but the theoretical framework extends to non-orthogonal and over-
complete transforms in a straightforward manner (see Section 4).

The Bayesian hierarchical model of the image wavelet coeffi-
cients considered in this paper is based on ideas exploited in [1].
Assuming signal-independent additive Gaussian noise, wavelet co-
efficients are modeled hierarchically. Motivated by the observation
that wavelet coefficients of natural images tend toward heavy-tailed
distributions (see [1]), we model dkm by a t-distribution with vm
degrees of freedom. That is, Wkm and dkm take the following form:

Wkm ldkm indep JV(dkm,Ewm)
dkm qkm , indep J\ (m,7 Edm/qkm)

2
qkm- indep Xv.Ti'm.

(1)
(2)
(3)
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The use of the unobserved mean chi-squared variables q = {qkm}
to represent the tV as part of the augmented data is a well-known
strategy for easy EM implementation [7]. Here out goal is to esti-
mate the (hyper-)parameter 0 = {wm, EdmE, vm, (m} by maxi-
mizing the marginal log-likelihood (0 IYobs) = logp(Yobs 0). The
direct maximization is very difficult because of the missing pixel val-
ues. The EM algorithm circumvents this problem by iteratively max-
imizing the much easier augmented-data log-likelihood /&(0I) =

log p(x 0), where x = {y, f, q}, or equivalently {w, d, q} are the
augmented data. Because only Yobs is observed, the E-step com-
putes the imputation of augmented-data sufficient statistics, needed
by the M-step, which includes d[t+l] = [d Yobs, Olt] This can

be used to compute the "best" estimate, at the (t + 1)st iteration, of
f, the noise-free image, as f[t+'] = WTd^[t+l]

Before we proceed, we point out a potential theoretical incom-
patibility inherited in (1)-(2) when the neighborhoods are allowed
to have overlaps. As we have no space to discuss this issue in
any details, in particularly its connection with the over-complete ex-
pansions, we simply point out that assuming independence between
overlapping neighborhoods provides a computationally efficient ap-
proximation for practical implementation.

3. EM ALGORITHM DERIVATION

Given 0[t], the (t+l)st iteration of the EM algorithm first calls for

Q(0; 0[t]) = E [log pQrX0) Yobs, 0[t]

= E [logp(WkmIdkm; Ewm) + log p(dkm qkm; (m, Edm)
k,m +logp(qkmlVm) yobs,0[t]]

A celebrated result of EM algorithm [6] states that the choice of 0
that maximizes Q(0; O[t]), that is, the next iterate 0[t+'] increases
our objective function: (O[t+l]lYobs) > (O[t] lYobs). The ad-
vantage of maximizing Q (0; O[t]) instead of directly the targeted
t(0lYobs) is that it is often the case that logp(xl0) depends on
the missing part of x linearly via a set of augmented-data sufficient
statistics S(x). Consequently, maximizing Q(0; O[t]) is the same as
maximizing t&(0 x), but with the (partially) missing S(x) imputed
via the E-step: S[t+l] (x) = [S(X) Yobs; 0[t]] -

For our problem, this is most clearly seen when vm is known,
and thus the log p(qkm IVm) part is unneeded for Q(0; 0[t]). We
therefore present our basic algorithm first under this assumption. It
is then easy to verify that S(x) = {SI (w, d), S2(q, d)}, where

SI(w,d) = {WkmWkm, dkmdkm, Wkmdkm},
S2 (q, d) = {qkm, qkmdkm, qkmdkmdkm}

Indeed, since 0 is reduced to 01 = {Ewm, Edm, (m}, the maxi-
mizer of Q(01; Olt]) is the weighted least-square estimate [6]:

&[t+l] Zk E[qkmdkm IYobs, (t]])
>Zk E[qkm IYobs, 0 [t]

E[Wm] nmLE E[WkmWkm Wkmdkm -dkmWkm
+dkmdT Yobs, 0[t]] (5)

[t+l] n-1 E[qkm (dkm dT
- dkmem[+I]T -( ItldT

dm m km ~~~dm Wkm k

k T)l[ (5)whdmdm Yobs,i6
where n2m is the number of wavelet coefficients in the m-th subband.

3.1. A Conditional E-step

To carry our the above calculation, we need to compute S[t+l] (x)
E [S(X) Yobs; 0[t] . This computation involves the t-distribution
for q, and therefore is complicated. However, when conditioned
on q, only multivariate normal distributions are involved. So our
general strategy is to first take the expectation conditioned on q (and
Yobs with 0 = Ot]), and then integrate out q numerically when we
complete the M-step.

Specifically, let o = E(ylq; 0) = WTE[wlq] and Qlq=
Cov(yIq, 0) = WTCov(wIq, 0)W be the conditional mean and
variance of y given q under our model (1)-(3). Note that ip is free
of q under our model, and given q, Q q and io can be defined com-
pletely by the parameters in 0. Define (Pobs the sub-vector of ip
that corresponds to Yobs, and partition Cov(y Iq, 0) into four sub-
matrices according to the partition y = (Yobs, Ymis) as f2q =

[fo1q, omlq; fmolq, fmlq]. Conditioned on q, the noisy image
y is imputed via the standard regression estimate:

Yjq = E[ylq, Yobs, 01 = (° + [Qolq; nmojq1fO12(Yobs -(obs).

And Cov(ymisIq, Yobs, 0) is a Schur complement of QoIq in QIq:
Cov(ymisIq, Yobs, 0) = Qmlq -1moIq o q omIq

Imputation of other data vectors follow easily:

Wkmlq E[Wkm q, ?Yobs,0] = WkmE[Ylq, Yobs,0] = WkmYjq
dkmlq E[dkm lq, Yobs, 01
= E[E[dkm IWkm,q,yobs, 0] q,yobs,0O

BE[(m + ( m + qkm_dr) 1w (Wkm -m)Iq, Yobs, 01
=m + (wm + qkmEdm) 1Ewm(Wkmlq - m)

Using the formulae above, all the covariance matrices (conditioned
on q) that are needed to carry out E [S(x) q, yobs; 0] can be calcu-
lated analytically. See (7), (8), and (9), where I is an identity matrix,
and Cdkmlq = (wm + qkmEdm)

3.2. The M-step

By (4)-(6), the M-step updates 01 {Ewm, Edm, ,m} by

[t+l1] _Z Ok qkmdkmlqp(q lYobs, O[t])dq
fEkf qkmP(qjYobs, 0[t])dq

E +m] = nm E (Awkmlq -Awdkmlq -A T
Wm wdkmiq wdkmlq

k + Adkmjq)p(qjYobs Ot])dq,
dmt+] rn- qkm(Adkml~q -dkmlq~±tl]T H-t1]dT~1dm[t 1 -1E q ( dkmIq- mIq(m -m dkml|q

,7c ° + ±[t+l]±[t+l]T)p(q Yobs, 0[t])dq.
Likewise, the estimate for the noise-free wavelet coefficients are
found by integration:

dkm = E[dkm Yobs, 0 j dkmjqP(q Yobs, 0)dq.

The integrals above can be simplified via the Bayes rule. Specifi-
cally, for any integrable g(q), we have

E[g(q) fYobs 70
gg(q)5obs (q) Hk,rmP(qkrmn Im)dqkm

gq 0 0obs(q) krpmP(qkmjlvm)dqkm
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Adkmlq =E [dkmdTmq, Yobs, 0] E{E[dkmdTmI w, q, Yobs, 0] q, Yobs 0}

Awkmlq =E[WkmWkmlqm Yobs 0] = WkmE[YY Iq, Yobs,0]Wkm
=Wkm [Cov(yjq, Yobs, 0) + YIqYl] Wkm = WkmCoV(ylq, Yobs, 0)W7m + WkmlqWkmlq (7)

(8)

(9)

=E {Cov(dkmlw, q, Yobs, 0) + E[dkmlw, q, Yobs, 0]E[dTm w, q, Yobs, 01 q, Yobs, 0}

=Cdkmlq + E { [m + CdkmlqEwm((Wkm -(m)] [(Wkm wmCdkmlq q, Yobs 0}

=Cdkmlq + (I CdkmlqEwmw nmCdkmlq) + (I CdkmlqE lq)(w
± ~~~~~~~Wm )AdkCdkml±+ (CdkmlqEwm)(&fkmIqm)- EwCdkmlq) + (CdkmlqEwm wkmlq(wmcdmq

Awdkmlq =E[Wkmd mlq, Yobs 0] = E{WkmE[dm lw, q,Yobs,O] q,Yobs,0}

=E{Wkm [(Wkm (m)T- wrnCdkmq ] q,YObs 0} = Awkmlq wEinCdkmlq + Wkmlq rn(I EwmCdkmlq)

where, denoting the determinant operator,

)= exp { (Yobs (-Oobs)TQo1q(Yobs -( Pobs) 0

P(qkm jVm) = q(m/2)-i exp vqk } (10)

3.3. When vm is unknown

Both the E-step and M-step becomes a bit more involved when vm
also needs to be estimated. For such cases, we can employ the
ECME (expectation-conditional maximization either) algorithm [6,
8, 7] an extension of EM algorithm-to speed up the computation.
Let 0 {O1, 02}, where 01 = {wm, Edm, m} and 02 = {Vm}.
The ECME uses two conditional M-steps instead of one M-step:

0+ ] = arg max Q({0 0[]}; 0[t] )I 012
0[t+l] = arg maxlogp(Yobsj| {0[t],02})-2 ~~~02

Here the first CM-step is identical to the M-step described above.
The second CM-step can be carried out via Newton-Raphson:

[t+l] _ [t+l] f' (02 10[t+'] )
1,mnew -"/mold I/ (It+] 1l)

where f(02 01) = 10gP(Yobs 01, 02) and

P(Yobs 01, 02) X J >obs (q) H p(qkm I/m)dqkm
0k,m

can be evaluated numerically as before. Note here p(qkm IVm) must
be the proper density of x2 /vm, not the unnormalized density
as given in (10), because the normalizing constant is a function of
the unknown parameter vm and thus it is needed in calculating the
derivatives required by (11). Note also that vm is continuous as
x2 distribution is a special case of the Gamma distribution with the
shape parameter o = v/2.

4. IMPLEMENTATION, APPLICATIONS, AND RESULTS

Once 0[t] is found by our algorithm, our estimate of the true im-
age f is the posterior mean, f[t] = WTE[d Yobs, 0[t] where W
now stands for wavelet transform applied to each color component
independently. This is clearly useful to a number of applications.

The algorithm is implemented using the overcomplete Daubechies
4 separable wavelets. The overcomplete expansion is accomplished
by convolution (i.e. ignoring the downsample operator), and the re-
dundant representation of wavelet coefficients are projected back to
the span of the image signal by averaging together the shifted ver-
sions of inverse wavelet transforms, amounting to the model averag-
ing in the pixel domain. The elements in Wkm are the wavelet co-
efficients taken from a 3 x 3 spatial window centered around Wkm.
Here the members of Wkm are taken only from the m-th subband,
although the inclusion of parent/child wavelets is a straightforward
extension. For color image f, Wkm includes the wavelet coefficients
from all color components belonging to their respective 3 x 3 spatial
window centered around Wkm. Note that there are redundant esti-
mates of the wavelet coefficients in dkm because of the overlapping
neighborhoods of 3 x 3 moving window. These redundant estimates
are averaged together before the inverse wavelet transform.

For our experiment, the degree of freedom Vm is set to 0.1 for
wavelet coefficients and 1 for scaling coefficients (so the second
CM-step is unneeded). All other parameters are estimated by our
algorithm. The initial values Edm are trained using a reference im-
age, or a typical noise-free (color) image that with no missing data.
The initial noise correlation matrices Ewm are set to an identity ma-
trix multiplied by the initial guess of the noise variance. The prior
mean vectors (m are set to 0 for the wavelet coefficients and the
average color values in Yobs for the scaling coefficients.

Because the literal execution of this algorithm is computation-
ally intensive, we made a few approximations in our implementation
(due to page constraints, the impact of such approximations will be
reported in future work). First, we assume qkm is spatially slowly
varying and therefore we effectively treat qk'm = qkm when k and
k's belongs to the same 3 x 3 neighborhood (or we can view this
as a model modification to (3) by assuming a common q within each
neighborhood). This approximation greatly reduces the dimension
of the numerical integration over q to one. Second, to greatly re-
duce the size of matrices in computing the regression imputation,
we approximate E[yi Iq, Yobs, 0] by E[yi Iq, Yobsi, 01, where Yobsi
is a subset of Yobs restricted to a ni x ni neighborhood around the
pixel location i; we found a value ni e (10, 20) typically adequate.

In the case that all noisy pixels are observed, the proposed algo-
rithm presents a method for estimating the noise-free pixel values, f,
given noisy pixels y. Conversely, when only a subset of the noise-
free pixels are observed, the proposed algorithm offers a method to
interpolate the missing pixels. Furthermore, by interpreting spec-
tral channels as separate different color components of the image,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 1. Zoomed portion of the output images (u, = 25). Method(s)
in (a) [13], (b) [13]+[1], (c) [9], (d) proposed (3rd iteration).

the interpolation method generalizes to hyper-spectral images seam-
lessly. In the real-world image interpolation problems, however, the
observed data most certainly contain noise, sometimes to a severe
degree. This is especially apparent in digital cameras, as the noise
in the image sensor in a poor lighting condition is often amplified in
the interpolation step known as demosaic(k)ing. While the recently
published methods yield impressive results in the absence of noise,
to the best of the authors' knowledge, none of the methods address
the noise problems explicitly, with the exception of [9, 10]. Note also
that the proposed algorithm readily generalizes to irregular sampling
patterns (e.g. [11]) or with a choice of color filters other than red,
green, and blue.

Given the page constraints, we only present experimental results
on demosaicing. We assume that the image sensor, arranged in RGB
Bayer pattern [12], is corrupted by white additive Gaussian noise.
As the test images, we use widely available 24-bit color images of-
ten referred to as the "clown" and "lena," and the MSE of the output
images are shown in table 1 (treating all color components equally).
In the presence of noise, the proposed algorithm clearly outperforms
demosaicing [13], demosaicing followed by denoising [13, 1], and
method in [9] that perform demosaicing and denoising simultane-
ously. Zoomed portion of the output images (,, = 25), shown
in figure 1, demonstrate that the proposed algorithm reduces noise
while preserving the sharpness of the image details, and introduces
less noticeable artifacts when compared to the alternatives. Note that
the MSE increases after several iterations partially due to overfitting
by the MLE and approximate nature of our current implementation.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented a new framework for coupling the EM algorithm with
the Bayesian hierarchical modeling of wavelet coefficients of im-
age signals. The E-step in the algorithm yields an estimate of the
noise-free pixel values, even if only a subset of noisy pixels are ob-
served. The M-step finds the maximal likelihood estimates (MLE) of
the model hyper-parameters. The proposed method unifies the sta-

Table 1. The MSE of the demosaiced "clown" and "lena" images
corrupted by white noise with standard deviation Cm.

clown lena
method U(n = O 7n= 25 Un = O Un= 25

method in [13] 50.56 492.08 26.47 578.82
methods in [13]+[1] 50.56 203.92 26.47 92.13

method in [9] 105.95 194.00 36.17 95.00
proposed, t = 1 45.77 163.42 21.94 83.64
proposed,t = 2 47.30 151.51 19.81 76.21
proposed, t = 3 52.54 156.48 20.26 82.43
proposed,t = 4 61.48 160.97 21.30 86.17
proposed, t = 5 70.35 165.04 22.28 89.74

tistical treatments of the missing pixels with that of the noisy obser-
vation data, thereby yielding results potentially substantially better
than when interpolation and denoising are performed independently.
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